How country-led evaluations can deliver the evidence-based VNRs intended for the SDGs

5-star VNRs resource sheet

⭐ Guide on Embedding Evaluation in Voluntary National Reviews
  Link here

⭐ EvalPartners resources from EVALSDGs & EvalGender+ briefings
  VNR reporting needs evaluation: a call for global guidance and national action
  Evaluation: a missed opportunity in the SDGs’ first set of Voluntary National Reviews
  Equity-focused, gender-responsive evidence: a blind spot in VNR reporting

⭐ Guidebook on “Evaluation to connect national priorities with the SDGs: a guide for evaluation commissioners and managers”
  English  |  Spanish  |  French

⭐ VNRs & Country-led Evaluations – how they work together: 4 pathways
  Link here

⭐ United Nations contributions to national evaluation capacity development and the evolution of national evaluation systems
  Link here

⭐ Advancing Country-led Evaluations of the SDGs – side events from the 2021 High Level Political Forum
  Link here

⭐ VNR Lab 2022 presentation by Matodzi Amisi
  Link to slides here

⭐ Gender Equality Perspectives in VNRs – analyses from 34 VNRs (15 in 2022, 19 in 2021)
  Link to slides here

For more information or requests about embedding evaluation in the VNRs, reach out to Thomas Rossmuller and Nicola Theunissen at:
  trossmuller@unicef.org and nicola.theunissen@wfp.org